
FORD RANGER PX1 PX2 PX3 2012-2020

Please read this guide carefully before installation

INSTALLATION GUIDE

TAILAGTE GAS STRUTS



Fieyred, founded in March, 2016 and born of the passion to fulfill four-wheel drive lovers' demand 

for affordable, yet high quality 4x4 equipment, takes prides in designing, engineering and providing 

rock solid 4x4 products to let you rediscover the fun of off-roading.

Based in the United States, Fieryred is a professional supplier of 4x4 equipment, currently provides

off-road recovery gears & tools as well as aftermarket vehicle parts that are designed to offer you

ultimate experience with exceptional value.

It is the passion, coupled with a continuing commitment to quality and unswerving dedication to

customer, that distinguishes Fieryred from the competition. At Fieryred, we strive to excel your

expectation, and permeate that conviction into every product that wears the Fieryred brand.

Wherever your passion takes you, Make Your Own Path.



KEY INFORMATION & SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Fieryred tailgate gas struts are designed for FORD RANGER PX1 PX2 PX3 2012-2020 ONLY. 

It is highly advisable to consult a qualified expert or someone who is experienced in changing gas

struts if possible.

The Fieryred gas struts are maintenance free, DO NOT grease or lubricate shaft.

DO NOT try to open or drill into a gas strut, because it is filled with oil and high pressure gas. 

For your safety, gas struts should always be replaced in pairs.

Check the fitting points on the body of the vehicle and repair or replace them if they are damaged. 

This gas strut's elevating abilities deteriorate progressively as temperatures get colder. 

PACKAGE LIST

1 PC(s) Easy Up Strut

1 PC(s) Slow Down Strut



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Temporarily remove the cable from the tailgate.

Remove the bolt from the body.

Place the strut to the body with cable attached.



Then reattach the cable to the tailgate.

Remove the bolt that nears the body.

Attach the bracket.



Tighten it.

Repeat the same steps for the passenger's side.

The spacer should not be removed before installation is finished. 



WARRANTY

Fieryred warrants that each of its tailgate gas strut that is purchased while this Warranty is in effect

will be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 1 Year from the date of receiving

the product from Fieryred or its authorized distributor/dealer. If it is believable to be defective during the

1-Year Warranty Period, Fieryred will, at its option, repair it, replace it with the same or similar product, 

or will issue a refund for the defective Fieryred product. And Fieryred will pay for the cost of shipping or

transportation of a defective component. This warranty terminates if a purchaser transfers the product

to any other person. And please retain your purchase receipt for your records. 

Please ensure that the Fieryred gas strut should be fit in accordance with the key information and

safety recommendations listed in the user manual, and should be used for the purpose for which it was

designed. 

Any and all warranty coverage does not cover: normal wear and tear, incorrect fitting, unauthorized

modifications, damages caused by incorrect mounting or incorrect use, damages caused by an

accident, damages as a result of failure to follow information in the user manual, improper or negligent

use or misuse, using the Fieryred gas struts other than for the purpose for which it was originally

designed, failure to follow relevant vehicle safety and compliance laws, improper repair, abuse, acts of

nature, terrorism, vandalism, collision, road hazards or adverse conditions. 

If further information or investigation is required or if the claim does not meet the requirements under

our warranty, Fieryred'll let you know. 

For more information, please visit https://fieryred.com/
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